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Lightning-Proof
Your Boat

Is your boat adequately protected from a strike?
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engine block, the transmission and
the propeller shaft into the water. It
also exited through the bow thruster
and the shore power connection.
If it had such a clear path, a veritable freeway for its journey, how did
it damage so much equipment along
the way? “Lightning covers all frequencies, from DC to daylight,” says
James Coté, an electrical engineer
and service manager at Ward’s Marine
Electric in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Coté explains that high-frequency
electricity will transfer from one
wire to another without a direct
electrical connection — known as
electromagnetic induction. “As current passes through one wire, it will
induce a current into any wire close
to it,” he says. So on my friend’s boat,
by routing the lightning voltage
through the hardtop bonding cable
that lay next to wires feeding power
and data to the electronics, induction
energized those wires, which in turn
damaged the attached equipment.
Damage to the engines occurred
more directly. Like most yachts, this
boat was properly bonded — meaning all underwater metal fittings and
(Continued on page 64)

’m always taken aback when statistical
long shots are described in terms of
the chance of being struck by lightning. Sure, the odds of a person
directly catching a bolt from the blue
are quite low — about one in 700,000
in a calendar year, according to the
National Weather Service. But put
that same person aboard a boat and
the likelihood changes — BoatU.S.
insurance claim statistics show about
1.5 of every 1,000 powerboats are
struck each year (as are roughly five
sailboats). Is your boat protected if it
should be one of those hit?
The short answer is: Probably
not. Chances are, it would fare as
well as my friend’s 60-foot sportfishing boat that was struck by lightning at the dock hours before a
planned fishing trip by what experts

termed “a mild strike.” All of the
boat’s fixed electronics were rendered inoperative. The engines still
ran, but they smoked and misfired
horribly, with one unable to exceed
750 rpm. The shore power and both
generators were knocked out, as
were all the LED running lights. The
bow thruster was activated and was
stuck running hard to port. (The big
DC solenoid literally melted and was
making continuous contact.)
The lightning entered on its
destructive journey through an outrigger. The charge found its way
through the arm that holds the outrigger in its raised position and into
the hardtop’s aluminum support
rails. From there, the current
flowed down the hardtop bonding
wire, eventually exiting through the

After a Strike
If your boat is struck, turn off or
disconnect everything possible to
prevent fire and then check each
piece of equipment. James Coté
says that every strike is different
and that seemingly uninvolved
equipment can be damaged —
on my friend’s boat, two of the
electric toilets wouldn’t work.
Keep careful notes too, as equipment can fail weeks later. Be
skeptical of insurance adjusters.
Even marine surveyors and electronics installers aren’t lightning
or electrical experts, so consider
hiring a company like Ward’s
Marine Electric, which specializes in electrical systems and is
familiar with lightning damage.
wardsmarine.com — V.D.
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1. LIGHTNING RODS
3
A single lightning
2
rod protects
roughly within a
4
45-degree cone
and more or less in
5
a straight line between
multiple lightning rods. (Technically, the
inverted arc of a sphere with a 100foot diameter.) In the diagram there
are lightning rods on both sides of the
radar arch that extend a foot or two
above the radar. There is also one on the
bow — a foot-long lightning rod made
into a flagstaff, welded or clamped to
the rail. The closest railing stanchion is
connected to the lightning protection
system by heavy wire. Research has
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shown Thomson that the
best lightning rod is about
a half-inch in diameter
and rounded at the top. He
sells these threaded on one
end to fit either flat-mount
or rail-mount antenna
brackets. In addition to
lightning rods that protrude,
Thomson (marinelightning.com) also
manufactures lightning rods that can

2. CONNECTING WIRES
Tie all lightning rods into the lightning
protection system with heavy two-gauge
wire, taking the most direct path possible toward the waterline and using
only long, sweeping bends. Run these
wires outboard of everything possible. To
limit magnetic induction, keep lightning
protection wires at least a foot or two
away from other electrical wire bundles
where they run parallel. If they have to
cross, keep lightning protection wires at
a right angle to other wires, so induction

FAR RIGH T: WARD’ S M ARIN E E LE CT RIC;
M ARIN E LIGH T N IN G PROT E CT ION

Former electrical engineering professor Ewen Thomson helped rewrite
lightning protection standards for the
National Fire Protection Association and the American Boat and
Yacht Council. He is the
1
CEO of Marine Lightning
Protection.

is minimal. Additional conductors like
handrails, rub rails and the aluminum
support of a hardtop also become part
of the protection cage when tied into the
lightning protection wires, but only when
they form continuous circles. Bridge
gaps beneath boarding gates, across the
transom and other breaks with twogauge wire. Notice that the wire from the
welded-on flagstaff lightning rod runs
down from a nearby stanchion.

be flush-mounted, as
long as they are higher
than nearby surrounding metal and there is
about a foot of room
beneath the fiberglass
for the lightning rod
itself. (In the diagram
there are two of these — one on each
aft corner of the bridge deck.) Even
shorter flush-mounted rods can be used
if tied directly to metal. (In the diagram,
two short rods on the forward corners
of the hardtop are in contact with the
aluminum support.)

ILLUSTRATION: RON CARBONI
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Thomson’s Lightning System

3. FARADAY CAGE
To create a protective perimeter, or a
Faraday cage (Michael Faraday proved
that a charged conductor will not affect
something within it), Thomson recommends running at least one continuous
conductor all the way around the boat
between the deck and waterline —
either two-gauge wire or a metal strap.
Nordhavns, for instance, have a fairly
heavy copper strap around the boat
near the waterline, and everything that
needs to be bonded is connected to this
strap. A metal rub rail can also serve
this purpose but requires welded rub
rail strakes and wire connections across
the bow and stern.

4. SPARKING ELECTRODES
Sparking electrodes are essentially
miniature lightning rods that discharge
the current to the water’s surface. To
work best they must be slightly above
the water. Thomsons’ are designed with
fire-retardant material
and graphite fairings
that can be painted
(but will blow away
in a lightning strike)
or come in polished
stainless steel. Place
them around the
boat, particularly near
the bow, which Thomson’s research has
shown is a common
place for a strike.
5. SUBMERGED STRIP
Engines need to be bonded to avoid
side flashes. To mitigate damage to
engines, run two-gauge wire from where
bonding systems connect to the engines
directly to waterline electrodes and
submerged grounding strips above and
outboard of the propellers. (Thomson
says a long, thin metal plate is best.)

This provides lightning a better path
to the water’s surface than propellers,
thereby putting engines inside of the
cage, where they are safe. Struts can
also be used, since they are insulated
from the propeller shafts. Thomson
also recommends running a wire from
where bonding wires attach to the
bow thruster directly to his sparking
electrodes above the waterline or to a
submerged grounding plate below the
waterline but above the bow thruster.
SURGE PROTECTORS
Surge protectors
allow a threshold
voltage to pass
but suppress voltages above roughly 300 volts on a
240-volt system
and 18 volts on a 12-volt
system. They also suppress undesirable voltages and frequencies on VHF
and GPS antenna coaxial and help
protect sensitive electronics.
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large metal objects were tied together
electrically. Such component bonding
protects people aboard the boat, collecting and routing the lightning’s
energy safely. The problem was the
boat’s exit ramp, so to speak. Propellers, with their large surface area and
sharp corners, dissipate electricity
well, providing an efficient path to
ground. But using them for this purpose energizes engines and transmissions along the way. On my friend’s
boat, the electronic brains of the
engines, housed within grounded
metal boxes, actually survived, but
the lightning that flowed through the
engines wiped out sensors that monitor everything from turbo boost to
injection timing. This resulted in the
boat running horribly; but it still ran.
(According to diesel mechanics familiar with lightning damage, this is typical, although in rare instances one or
both engines won’t run at all.)
The lightning protection system
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Planning for a Strike
A lightning strike may magnetize large metal objects, so even the most basic
navigation tool, a magnetic compass, may be rendered inaccurate. The best
get-home option is a handheld GPS — with extra batteries. A handheld VHF
will allow you to communicate with nearby vessels, and an EPIRB is the
ultimate call for help. EPIRBs aren’t likely to be damaged in a strike, but
they are not immune to lightning-induced fire, so keep a pocket-size personal
locator beacon in your ditch bag for added insurance.
Know how to bypass your controls and shift the engines into gear at the
transmissions. Even new electronic-shift transmissions include a mechanical
bypass, but the procedure differs from boat to boat, so check your manual.
Also, keep in mind you may lose use of both engines and power for the windlass simultaneously, so understand how to lower your anchor manually and
store the necessary winch handle for quick access. — V.D.

installed on the boat in question is not
uncommon and reflects production
boat standards. The boat was built by
a well-known company, and an equally
reputable firm installed the tower and
outriggers. But it could have been
more effectively protected. Coté
explains that if a heavy wire (out of
close proximity to other wiring) had
been run from the base of the outrigger — a likely potential target for a
lightning strike — to proper lightning

grounding strips in contact with the
water, damage to the electronics may
have been avoided, or at least reduced.
This strategy could have spared the
engines as well. If the tower and outriggers had not been bonded, the current would have used the electrical
equipment’s wires to reach ground,
causing even more devastation.
A well-maintained bonding system
tied to at least one square foot of
underwater metal typically protects

people and prevents fire and structural
damage. While some misinformed
old-timers say this encourages a strike
by providing a clear path to ground,
the simple fact is a boat will always be
a better conductor than air, so if it is
near enough to a strike, it will become
part of it. If we don’t provide an appropriate path to ground, the lightning
will improvise, jumping from one
conducting object to the next —
called “side flashing.” It will make its
way through galley appliances, water
tanks, engine blocks and possibly people until it reaches the water.
Ewen Thomson is a former electrical engineering professor at the
University of Florida and a marine
lightning expert. He examined one
sport-fishing boat after its ungrounded
outrigger was struck. “Once the voltage got inside the boat, it started
flashing all around,” Thomson says,
explaining that once theses flashes
were close enough to the water to
overcome the resistance of the air,
they jumped directly to the water and
through anything in their way. “There
were 40 large holes and hundreds of
smaller ones through the hull,” he
says.Tying large metal objects together
via the ship’s bonding system helps
prevent side flashes.Thomson strongly
recommends running main lightning
conductors out near the hull sides,
not down the boat’s center, and providing multiple exit terminals around
the boat. “What we want is a series of
conductors toward the outside of the
boat that form a cage,” he says. “People and equipment inside that cage
are all at the same voltage, and therefore protected.”
Thomson, a Ph.D. who has studied lightning since 1972, has also
come to understand that lightning
isn’t seeking a path underwater, but
rather a path to the surface of the
water. In simple terms, lightning is a
buildup of static electricity, generally
consisting of a positive charge on
earth and a negative charge in the
clouds. When the charge builds high
enough to overcome five miles of the
atmosphere’s resistance, lightning
bolts neutralize these two charges.

“But you can’t build up a charge inside
a conductor,” Thomson explains. “The
charge flows through the conductor
until it reaches the surface.” This is an
overriding principle in how Thomson
designs lightning protection systems.
Directing lightning below the surface of the water before it exits the
protection system, then back up to the
water’s surface, actually raises voltage
because the water, says Thomson,

“causes an impediment to the current
flow — impedance in electrical terminology.As impedance goes up, voltage goes up, and every conductor on
the boat is at risk of forming side
flashes.” Thomson also points out that
people are excellent conductors. For
this reason he places through-hull
electrodes — effectively reverse lightning rods — around the boat near the
waterline to dissipate the strike.
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